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Available for: 
AT5-DL only BRECOFLEX®, AT10-DL only BRECOFLEX®, T5-DL, T10-DL, 
T20-DL, H-DL only BRECOFLEX®, ATK10K6-DL only BRECOFLEX®,
AT20DL only BRECOFLEX®

Standard version, single-sided
The standard version of the BRECO® and BRECOFLEX® timing
belt is a combined construction of the two materials: wear
resistant polyurethane and high tensile steel cord tension 
members. The standard version is universal applicable for all 
tasks in the drive and conveying technology. 
Ordering code: without

Standard version, double-sided
The standard version of the double-sided BRECO® and
BRECOFLEX® timing belts is a combined construction of the
two materials: wear resistant polyurethane and high tensile 
steel cord tension members. Full loadability on both tooth 
sides. The standard version of the DL timing belts are universal 
applicable for all tasks in the drive and conveying technology.
Ordering code: DL

Available for all pitches

Standard version with reinforced belt back 
The timing belt in version DR has in comparison with the 
standard version a thicker belt back. 
Ordering code: DR

Available belt types see product range

Available belt types see product range

Standard version with transport coating
The timing belt in version T has in comparison with the 
standard version a transport coating, thickness 1.5 mm 
(T5, AT5) resp. 2 mm (T10, T20, AT10 AT20, Imperial timing 
belts), which is extruded on the belt back. The timing belt in 
version T is universal applicable for all tasks in the conveying 
technology.
Ordering code: version T

Nylon tooth facing 
The belt base corresponds the standard version. An additional 
nylon tooth facing causes a lower friction coeffi cient, lightens 
the tooth mesh in the pulley and reduces noise. Transport 
belts on bed plates running easier and are wear resistant.
Ordering code: PAZ

Nylon facing on the back of the belt
The belt base corresponds the standard version. An additional 
nylon tooth facing causes a lower friction coeffi cient. Applica-
tion area in the conveying technology: e.g. for accumulation 
conveyor (back of the belt runs easier and is wear resistant).
Ordering code: PAR
Ordering code: PAZ-PAR (both sides coated)

Nylon facing on double-sided belts
The belt base corresponds the double-sided standard version.
An additional nylon tooth facing causes a lower friction
coeffi cient, lightens the tooth mesh in the pulley and reduces 
noise. Transport belts on bed plates running easier and are
wear resistant.
Ordering code: PAZ (coating only possible on inner side)

Available for all pitches but T2,5

Available for all pitches, only BRECO M and V, but AT3 and T2,5

Available for
AT5-DL only BRECOFLEX®, AT10-DL only BRECOFLEX®, T5-DL, T10-DL,
T20-DL, T1/2“-DL only BRECOFLEX®

Available versionsAvailable versions

 Version Standard

Version DL

 Version T

 Version DR

 Version PAZ

 Version PAR

 Version DL-PAZ
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